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Revolution in Evolution
“In today’s world, change is both unavoidable & desirable. ‘Change’ is just one simple word, yet
it can be related to a variety of both emotional and physical entities. This change is considerably
different to each individual and is either beneficial or condemned as per their perception of it.”

Likewise, we architects are no exception and have witnessed constant change throughout the
times till this very day and we do expect in all likeliness that the future will be no different. After
all, the only constant known to man is change.

Timeless footprints of varied forms of architecture have been cast in the sands of time, down
history lane and every new age of the then generation blossomed out gracefully in both its
uniqueness and presence, carving out its own niche in time. How far this changing architectural
world has cast its spell over futuristic progression and growth is yet another never ending topic
of change a silent & radiant ‘Revolution’.

In this context, the advancement in technical processes of the new era has also proved to be a
spectrum of constant change and evolution. This era is still changing in ways we cannot fathom.
Damage and disorientation of nature’s harmonious balance has been a negative impact in the
bargain.

Technology in all its brilliance is the bragging of the 21st century. Yet beyond all this raving,
there has been a predominant craving for ‘sustainability’, ‘energy efficiency’, ‘greenery’ and ‘a
new safer world where the perfect balance between man and his nature is struck’.

This revolutionary cry is the basis for a new evolution in design & architecture. Software parks
and IThubs have resulted in a boon in economy and  financial growth, but have ultimately
resulted in greater distortion of the local Indian lifestyle of livelihood. This kind of partial growth
is undesirable and often results in the downfall of agricultural growth and existence of plenty of
small scale industries and cultures.

The most alarming issue in terms of urban planning is the in avertable migration of large crowds
of people from the villages to the central cities which results in chaos and poorer  living
standards.
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Thus this chaotic scenario demands an architectural solution and needs a revolution in  the
evolution of  tomorrow’s world. This solution should help foster a better tomorrow for every
Indian. A revolutionary concept  in a futuristic center for both growth and development that
ensures sustenance is the solution.

The Design Problem:

Revolution in Evolution:

After analyzing the basic issues regarding congestion, over population and the present state of
employment and unemployment in cities, one sensible solution that was derived after tiresome
hours of brain storming was to create specialized, fully equipped, distinctly isolated commercial
platforms at specific locations. That is, to create a complete functional set -up where both the
production and the sale of every commodity in a particular field is present in the immediate
vicinity, with close proximity to each other. This should be such that, any industrial buyer would
find everything he needs in the same locality. Thus each industry would have distinctly isolated
spacious landmarks and hubs where the buyers and the sellers get to equally benefit from the
spatial arrangement.

The most significant advantages of such a planned commercial platform would be- establishment
of defined sectors in an organized manner, specific zones based on the specific industry selected,
residential development of people belonging to that work zone in and around that hub, which
would result in reduction of transportation fares, better organized traffic flow, and a mutually
stable and reliable commercial city, where the buyer just needs to get to one spot to purchase
everything required with regards to a particular field, since the manufacture of the commodity is
in close proximity to this platform, both the cost of production and transportation is minimized
and the buyer gets to choose from a wide array of products. Thus this set-up should help also
foster better employment facilities and create organized cities. Leaving behind their footprints
for the times beyond!
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Objective:

 To study the after effects of unemployment, under-employment and chaotic migration of
large sums of rural settlements to urban areas and to analyze the present state of legible
design of such cramped settlements.

 To study & identify one such locality which needs immediate attention where the
migrated community are compromising every aspect of basic requirements in both
hygiene and design to survive with poor employment.

 To understand the problems caused by over congestion and migration –by unemployment
and suggest a solution to ease out the threshold of mismanagement and organize spatial
volumes effectively to relieve them both physically and practically by an effective design
of both employment and shelter.

Submission requirements:

Preliminary study:

The study and the detailed analysis of the present state of under employment, unemployment and
un-organized migration settlements.

(Maximum ‘4’ A3 sheets)

The selected program:

Site selection & justification, the contextual analysis supporting the conceived program and how
effective the selected neighborhood is in relevance to the field of study.

(Maximum ‘4’ A3 sheets)

Conceptual level:

Taking the results of the analysis and emerging a solution in either a design from scratch or by
redesigning an existing region. The concept of the evolutionary design solution with regard to
the present prevailing scenario.

(Maximum ‘7’ A3 sheets)
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Conclusion:
The overall outcome of the proposed solution has to be both practical and revolutionary with
tangibility, such that it eases out the lifestyle of the under-employed/unemployed migrants, with
innovative use of technology and materials, promoting a greener and better world of
employment, thereby leaving behind a mark of a quality establishment.

(Maximum ‘5’ A3 sheets)

Note:

 Chosen area as a site should be reachable to the people in that chosen city or town.
 The size of the site is left to the choice of the participants or the individual discussing the

pros and cons of the site or the built program may be a better solution for an existing
scenario or redesigning the same, students can conduct the study first hand or can take
reference/help from secondary sources.

Other information:

 Choice of sheets, scale is left to the discretion of the participant(s) to the condition that
the scale should be in metric system and all the drawings should be clear and legible.

 The submission should be restricted to a maximum of 20 A3 size sheets (420mm
x297mm 0r 16.53 in x 11.693 in ) sheets ( no panels ) , comprising of all the architectural,
landscape , and structural design , concepts , location plan ,site plan , at levels and
elevations and sections , 3d views (exterior and interior ) details , photographs of models
etc.

 All sheets should be opaque unless they are used as overlays (Not bigger than A3) will be
counted as separate sheets.

 The format of the sheet should contain a square box of 25mm x 25mm at the bottom right
hand corner, next to the NASAINDIA logo of size 20mm x 35mm which should contain
the unique registration number given after registration.

 NASA logo can be downloaded from the website, www.nasaindia.info
 The sheets are to be numbered properly. The format shall clearly mention “THE ANDC

2012”.
 Data supporting the proposal shall be included in the report which shall be an integral

part of the submission. A soft copy of the sheets in a cd is also expected with the entry.

http://www.nasaindia.info/
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 Manually rendered entries should be scanned at 300x300dpi resolution and be sent as soft
copy.

 A report, maximum 25 A4 sheets should be accompanied with each entry. The copy shall
clearly state the college code on the first page, not on the cover. The copy shall be
necessarily hard bound and shall carry the NASAINDIA logo as per logo guidelines on
the cover page with the title – “THE ANDC 2012”

 A softcopy of the sheets is also expected for each entry which should be mailed to the
following mail id submit.andc@nasaindia.info.

 Report and/or sheets not following the submission guidelines including incorrect
NASAINDIA logo shall not be considered and submitted to the jury for judging purpose.

Checklist of items to be sent by courier:

 Hard copy of the sheets
 Soft copy of the sheets in CD in non editable format
 Report specifying just the college code
 Authenticating letter from HOD for every entry

For any queries regarding the competition (the ANDC 2012), please send it to the email address
– andc@nasaindia.info

Multiple entries from one institute are permitted. Each entry should be mailed separately.

Each entry should be accompanied by a separate letter from the competent authority on the
college letterhead, authenticating the work.

For registration, all colleges participating in “the ANDC 2012” should send the registration form
duly filled to register.andc@nasaindia.infostating the details i.e. No. of entries, Name of college,
etc. latest by May 14th, 2012.

mailto:andc@nasaindia.info
mailto:andc@nasaindia.info
mailto:andc@nasaindia.infostating
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All the entries should be posted/ couriered latest by 1st August 2012to the following address:

“THE ANDC COORDINATOR,
THE ANDC 2012
SRM RAMAPURAM SCHOOLOF ARCHITECTURE,
SRM UNIVERSITY (RAMAPURAM CAMPUS),
BHARATHI SALAI, RAMAPURAM,
CHENNAI-600089, TAMILNADU
INDIA.”

Details of the post/courier with tracking number, date etc. (scanned copy of the booking receipt)
should be mailed to submit.andc@nasaindia.infolatest by Aug 1st, 2012.

The host will not entertain any entries after the stipulated date of submission and entries coming
in after the final date will be marked as disqualified.

Important dates:

Registration for the ANDC 2012 starts   22nd April, 2012.

Registration for the ANDC 2012 ends14th May, 2012.

Last date of submission (entries should reach at the maximum by) 1stAug, 2012, 18:00hrs.

Important mail ids:

Queries andc@nasaindia.info

Registration register.andc@nasaindia.info

Submission of details and soft copy submit.andc@nasaindia.info

mailto:andc@nasaindia.infolatest
mailto:andc@nasaindia.info
mailto:andc@nasaindia.info
mailto:andc@nasaindia.info
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Submission address:

The ANDC Coordinator,
The ANDC 2012
SRMRamapuram School of Architecture,
SRM University (Ramapuram Campus),
Bharathi Salai, Ramapuram,
Chennai-600089,
Tamil Nadu,
India.

Contact Details:

Arockiaraj D (Unit Secretary & Coordinator) +91-9245576979

B.P.Sabarish (Coordinator) +91-9791029211
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REGISTRATION FORM
(To be duly filled and mailed on or before May 14th,2012,18:00hrs.)

Name of the Institute:

College Code:

Address of the Institute:

Contact Details

*thesecontactswouldbeusedforcommunicationpurposeduringthecompetition

Name of the Unit Sec:

Mail Id:

Contact No:

Name of the UD:

Mail Id:

Contact No:

No. of Entries:

Unit Secretary Principal/ HOD


